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Abstract

In viruses, posttranslational modifications (PTMs) are essential for their life cycle. Recognizing viral PTMs is very important

for a better understanding of the mechanism of viral infections and finding potential drug targets. However, few studies

have investigated the roles of viral PTMs in virus–human interactions using comprehensive viral PTM datasets. To fill this

gap, we developed the first comprehensive viral posttranslational modification database (VPTMdb) for collecting systematic

information of PTMs in human viruses and infected host cells. The VPTMdb contains 1240 unique viral PTM sites with 8

modification types from 43 viruses (818 experimentally verified PTM sites manually extracted from 150 publications and 422

PTMs extracted from SwissProt) as well as 13 650 infected cells’ PTMs extracted from seven global proteomics experiments

in six human viruses. The investigation of viral PTM sequences motifs showed that most viral PTMs have the consensus

motifs with human proteins in phosphorylation and five cellular kinase families phosphorylate more than 10 viral species.

The analysis of protein disordered regions presented that more than 50% glycosylation sites of double-strand DNA viruses

are in the disordered regions, whereas single-strand RNA and retroviruses prefer ordered regions. Domain–domain

interaction analysis indicating potential roles of viral PTMs play in infections. The findings should make an important

contribution to the field of virus–human interaction. Moreover, we created a novel sequence-based classifier named

VPTMpre to help users predict viral protein phosphorylation sites. VPTMdb online web server (http://vptmdb.com:8787/

VPTMdb/) was implemented for users to download viral PTM data and predict phosphorylation sites of interest.
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Introduction

Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) play a critical role in

current proteomics research and regulate protein functions by

altering protein interactions, stability, activity and subcellular

localization. PTMs of viral proteins are relevant throughout var-

ious stages of the pathogen life cycle, especially viral infections

and genome replication. For example, during entry, the influenza

virus carries unanchored ubiquitin chains to engage the host
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cell’s aggresome system [1]. Once inside the host cell, viral PTMs

regulating the infecting process of HHV-1 (human herpesvirus 1)

encode ICP0 protein to degrade host proteins via ubiquitination

and sumoylation [2]. In the viral life circle, the HIV-1 (human

immunodeficiency virus type 1) Tat protein ser-16 phosphory-

lated site regulates HIV-1 transcription [3]. Therefore, knowledge

of viral PTMs is of great significance to understanding themolec-

ular mechanisms underlying viral infections and recognizing

potential drug targets.
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In the past two decades, several databases and tools that

focus on eukaryotes and prokaryotes have been developed to

store, analyze and predict PTMs, such as dbPTM [4], Phospho.ELM

[5], PTMcode [6], SysPTM [7], GPS [8], Plant PTM viewer [9].

However, few databases have been developed for systematically

archiving and easily accessing the PTM sites data of viruses;

VirPTM [10] stores viral phosphorylation sites and used scan-

x to predict modification sites, but it has not been updated

since 2010. ViralPhos [11] provides an online server to predict

and download viral phosphorylation sites; however, its datasets

were collected from virPTM and Swiss-Prot [12], which is out of

date. In recent years, several studies have identified multiple

viral PTMs [13–15]; thus, comprehensively analyzing these PTM

data and establishing a database to provide relevant knowledge

is important.

To bridge the existing knowledge gap, we have built a viral

posttranslationalmodification database (VPTMdb) that first pro-

vides comprehensive experimentally verified viral PTM site data,

including phosphorylation, sumoylation, glycosylation, acetyla-

tion, methylation, ubiquitination, neddylation and palmitoyla-

tion, and it includes 150 studies that have beenmanually viewed

to extract PTM sites. In total, 1240 PTM sites from 43 human

viruses were obtained, which include 818 manual checked sites

from PubMed as well as 422 sites from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. In

total, 13 650 experimentally verified PTM data of infected host

cells were also collected in the database.

By using computationalmethods,we further investigated the

PTM sequence motifs and phosphorylation kinases of viruses,

the distribution of PTMs in viral protein disordered regions as

well as the potential function of viral PTMs in the virus–human

domain–domain interactions (DDIs). This work will generate

fresh insight into viral infection mechanisms as well as identify

virus PTM sites.

Finally, PTM was predicted in other species with machine

learning approaches [16, 17]. For viral protein serinemodification

site identification, we implemented a novel feature-based clas-

sifier named VPTMpre into the VPTMdb to provide users with

the ability to find viral protein phosphorylation sites.

The onlineweb server is available at http://vptmdb.com:8787/

VPTMdb/, and users can browse and download viral PTM data

freely. Support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF) and

naïve Bayes (NB) were integrated into VPTMpre, and users are

able to choose one machine learning model to predict possible

phosphorylation sites of interest.

Results

Database contents

Figure 1A and B shows that the VPTMdb web server consists

of two parts: VPTM database and VPTMpre. The database cur-

rently includes 1240 unique viral PTM sites with 8 modification

types from 43 viruses (818 experimentally verified PTM sites and

422 PTMs extracted from SwissProt). The 43 viral species are

from five viral groups: single-strand RNA (ssRNA), double-strand

RNA (dsRNA), single-strand DNA (ssDNA), double-strand DNA

(dsDNA) and retrovirus (RT) and classified into 20 viral families

(Supplementary Table S6). In summary, 150 manually checked

references were collected in the database. Each viral PTMs entry

in VPTMdb includes the (i) virus name, (ii) virus protein name in

the UniProt database, (iii) PTM type, (iv) viral modification site,

(v) residue sequences, (vi) kinase, (vii) a short description of the

PTM site extracted from the publication, (viii) PubMed id, (ix) PTM

source (experimentally verified or extracted from SwissProt), (x)

protein and gene name, (xi) virus strain information and (xii) full

sequence of the PTM protein.

The statistics of viral protein PTM sites in VPTMdb show

that among eight PTM types, phosphorylation sites account for

the most (692 sites, including 569 manually checked and 123

sites from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot) at more than 50% of the total

database. The top five viruses in the number of modification

sites are HHV-1 (291 sites), HIV-1 (180 sites), HCMV (human

cytomegalovirus) (132 sites), SARS-CoV-2 (human SARS coron-

avirus 2) (66 sites) and HAdV-2 (human adenovirus 2) (62 sites)

(Figure 2A).

For six viruses: DENV-2 (dengue virus), EBV (Epstein–Barr

virus), HCMV, HIV-1, HHV-1 and influenza A virus (H3N2), 13 650

experimentally verified PTM data of proteins in human cells

infected with these viruses were also collected in the VPTMdb

(Figure 2B).

Virus–human PPI data were included in the VPTMdb, which

are helpful to determine the potential function of PTMs during

viral infections. PPI data in the VPTMdb contains 3918 inter-

actions with 107 PTM proteins in 24 viruses. Furthermore, we

collected 40 virus–human DDIs data from 3DID database [18]

and a previous study [19] (detail extracting rules are described

in the Methods section). Figure 2C shows the virus–human DDI

network.

Investigation of kinases and viral PTM motifs

Previous research has reported that most eukaryotic species

have universal kinase–substrate motifs in their phosphorylation

proteins [20]. The human viruses are living in the cell, and

their proteins are modified by human proteins or viral protein

kinases. It is necessary to investigate their PTM motifs and

kinases.

As shown in Figure 3A, for these cellular kinases modified

viral proteins, their PTM motifs of serine (S-P and S-x-x-E),

threonine (T-P) were the same as human proteins (‘x’ means any

residue) [20]; no significant PTM motifs were found of tyrosine

sites when used motif-x with our strictly customed parame-

ters. Figure 3B presents that mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK), cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) and G protein-coupled

receptor kinase (GRK) phosphorylate both viral serine and thre-

onine sites while tyrosine sites are most to be phosphorylated

by Src (proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src).

From the data in Figure 3C, it is apparent that casein kinase 2

(CK2),MAPK, CDK, protein kinase C and serine/threonine protein

kinase-20 phosphorylate viral proteins of more than 10 viral

species, and CK2 phosphorylates 21 viral species, which is the

most. Published studies have reported that CK2 plays global

roles in disease pathways and has more than 300 substrates

[21, 22]; it is no surprise that it targets many viral proteins. The

results also indicated that different viruses may hijack the same

cellular kinase-related pathways to promote infections. Several

studies have reported that these cellular kinases are essential in

infections [23–26].

In addition to cellular kinases, in VPTMdb, 48 amino acid

residues were known modified by viral protein kinases (HHV-1

US3, HHV-2 UL13 and HCMV UL97). Sequence logo [27] was used

to visualize PTM sequences (because there are no significant

motifs when used motif-x tool [28], Supplementary Figure S1).

We observed that arginine (R)was enrichednear the serine site of

HHV-1 proteins modified by HHV-1 US3, which is different from

common cellular substratemotifs. A study has shown that phos-

phorylation at the ser-77 site which nears the enriched arginine
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Figure 1. Overview of VPTMdb. Framework of VPTMdb web server construction. (A) PTM data were collected from PubMed and UniProt/Swiss-Prot, PPI data extracted

fromVirHostNet, DDI data downloaded from 3DID database and reference [19]. (B) VPTMpre was constructed to predict viral protein phosphorylation sites. Construction

pipeline of VPTMpre includes four steps: (i) datasets construction; (ii) feature extraction; (iii) selecting important features using mRMR and SVM (iv) classifying serine

site using SVM, RF and NB.

domain in UL47 appears to promote the nuclear localization of

UL47 in infected cells [29].

The distribution of viral PTMs in protein disordered
regions

Intrinsically disordered regions of proteins are functionally asso-

ciated with PTMs [30, 31]. As shown in Figure 4, for N-linked gly-

cosylation sites, about 61% dsDNA viral PTMs are located in the

disordered regions; interestingly, it is different from ssRNA(−),

ssRNA(+) and RT viruses, and their glycosylation sites prefer

ordered regions. We next analyzed phosphorylation site;, the

results showed that more than 50% phosphorylation sites of

dsDNA, RT and ssRNA viruses are in the protein disordered

regions, which is similar to eukaryotic proteins [30, 32, 33].

Viral PTMs on virus–human DDIs

First, the domain composition of viral PTM proteins was ana-

lyzed. The protein domain data were extracted by PfamScan [34],

and then 226 domainswere obtained, and 154 out of 226 domains

havemodified residues.These domains that have PTMsiteswere

from 200 proteins in 41 viruses.We counted the number of mod-

ifications on proteins in the 41 viruses and found that viruses

of different genome types have different percentage of PTMs

on the PFAM domains. For phosphorylation sites, dsDNA virus

and ssRNA(+) virus have 36.5% and 34.3% PTMs, respectively, on

the PFAM domain, whereas ssRNA(−) virus and RT virus have

81.4% and 63.3%, respectively. For N-linked glycosylation sites,

dsDNA virus and ssRNA(+) virus have 43.9% and 55.1% PTMs ,

respectively, on the PFAM domain; ssRNA(−) virus and RT virus

have 67.1% and 85.1%, respectively.

We further investigated the viral PTMs on virus–human

DDIs. In total, 79 unique viral PTMs from five viral species

[HPV-16 (human papillomavirus type 16), HPV-18, H1N1, HIV-

1, HHV-1] are localized to 11 viral domains that interact with

12 human domains (Supplementary Table S1). The targeted 12

human domains include immunity, phosphorylation kinase and

protein-binding–related functions. In the DDIs, we note that

the HIV-1 virus GP120 has the most glycosylation sites and

targets three human protein domains. Published research has

shown the glycosylation of GP120 is helpful for HIV-1 immune

evasion, antibody recognition and virulence [35–37]. These

results suggest that viral PTMs play important roles in regulating

the binding affinity of virus–human protein interactions and

enhancing virus infection.

Feature-based predictor in VPTMdb

For viral protein phosphorylation site prediction, we used the

feature representative strategy to create a novel classifier. The

first step is to compare different features and evaluate their

predictive performance. Six features as well as their combi-

nations were evaluated in SVM with a 5-fold cross-validation.

Area under the receiver-operating curve (AUC), F1-score and

Mathews correlation coefficient (MCC) were used as the perfor-

mance evaluation indicators. The results declare that the z-scale,

which captures the physical–chemical information of amino

acids, is the best among the six single features (AUC=0.957, F1-

score=0.887, MCC=0.810) (ZSCALE feature analysis is in Sup-

porting Information Si5). Moreover, when we fused the features,

the result showed that among all the features, considering the

three evaluation values of F1-score, MCC, AUC and dimensions,

the Amino acid composition (AAC) combined with the ZSCALE

performed best in both 5-fold cross-validation and independent

test (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3).

Generally, high-dimension biological features may be noisy,

which led to poor prediction performance. However, feature

selection is a good strategy to overcome feature redundancy. Fea-

ture selection means using a reduction algorithm to select the

major features that are able to improve the performance of spe-

cific classifiers. Thus, we selected features of different dimen-

sions using the minimum redundancy and maximum relevance

(mRMR) algorithm and compared the RF, SVM and naïve Bayes

performance from the 5-fold cross-validation (Supplementary

Table S4).

Figure 5A shows that the maximum AUCs of the SVM and RF

are similar. For the RF and SVM, the AUCs increased when more

features were selected (RF: 14–135 features, with AUC>0.90;

SVM: 27–135 features, with AUC>0.90). However, we observed

that the AUCs of NB (AUCs>0.80) decreasedwhenmore features

were added. From a statistical point of view, to prevent the

curse of dimensionality, fewer and more meaningful features

should be chosen. Taking the above results into consideration,
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Figure 2. The statistics of VPTMdb. (A) The statistics of viral PTMs in 43 viruses. (B) PTM data of host cells during virus infection. VPTMdb collected 13 650 experimentally

verified infected cells PTM data from seven global proteomes experiments in six viruses. (C) The virus–humanDDI network. Green node represents viral protein domain,

whereas the blue node represents human protein domain. Each edge represents virus–human domain–domain association.

for 68 features, the AUCs of the three predictors perform better,

suggesting that 68D is the most meaningful feature among all

the features.

To assess the robustness and performance of the SVM, RF

and NB in 68D features, 10-fold random independent tests were

performed. The model performance on independent datasets is

shown in Figure 5B; RF performed better, the average AUC, MCC,

F1-score of it are 0.744, 0.427, 0.656, respectively (Supplementary

Table S5).We implemented SVM, RF and NB into VPTMpre; users

can choose them to predict phosphorylation sites of interest.

Web interface of VPTMdb

The web server involves six easy-to-use main pages: ‘Home’,

‘Browse’, ‘Search’, ‘Prediction’, ‘Download’ and ‘Help’. Each of

these pages enables users to search, browse, predict and down-

load data without any prerequisite knowledge.

The ‘Home’ page displayed statistics of viral PTM data and a

brief description about the VPTMdb.

In the ‘Browse’ section, users can search the PTM data con-

veniently by typing keywords in the search box; what is more,

virus–human protein–protein interaction data are provided and

visualized.

The ‘Prediction’ page provides VPTMpre, a sequence-based

machine learning predictor for phosphorylation serine site

prediction. It is helpful for users to predict viral phosphorylation

sites when they get a new virus sequence.

The ‘Search’ page integrated useful tools; users could search

the database by protein sequences or protein IDs.

All data about virus PTM are stored in the ‘Download’ page

for batched downloading. The ‘Help’ page contains a detailed

tutorial to help users learn about VPTMdb.

Discussion

In this work,we constructed VPTMdb,which is the first database

that systematically collected experimentally verified viral pro-

tein PTMs and host protein PTMs. Virus–human PPI and DDI
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Figure 3. Viral protein PTM motifs and cellular kinase families. (A) The PTM motifs of viral phospho-serine and phospho-threonine sites. (B) The three pie charts

present the percentage distribution of kinase families in viral phospho-serine, phospho-threonine and phospho-tyrosine site. We selected the top five kinase families

by number to plot the pie chart. (C) The number of viruses phosphorylated by human cellular kinases. For in brief illustrating results in the study, the top 20 cellular

kinases were selected to plot the chart.

Figure 4. The percentage distribution of viral PTMs in viral protein disordered regions. (A) The percentage distribution of N-linked glycosylation sites in the protein

disordered/ordered region between four groups of viruses. (B) The percentage distribution of phosphorylation sites in the protein disordered/ordered region between

four groups of viruses.

data were also collected in the VPTMdb to determine PTM sites

association functions. These viral and infected host cells protein

PTM data provide unique insights into virus–host interactions.

Most viral proteins in VPTMdb have the same substrate

motifs as human proteins in phosphorylation (35 viruses)
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Figure 5. Feature-based predictor construction and testing. (A) Five-fold cross-validation performance of the three classifiers on different feature dimensions. (B)

Independent test results. Sn, Sp, AUC, MCC and F1-score of the proposed features in three classifiers.

suggesting these conserved sequence motifs in viral pro-

teins may help them to hijack host PTM processes and

utilize cellular substance to facilitate virus infections [38,

39]. Viral proteins are able to be phosphorylated by cellular

and virally encoded kinases. Function characterization of

these kinases in viral infections is necessary for finding drug

targets [25, 40].

The percentage distribution of N-linked glycosylation sites in

RT and ssRNA viruses are more likely in the ordered regions,

which is similar to human [41]; however, dsDNA viruses are

different. This may be related to the structure of viral genomes.

More than 50% phosphorylation sites of ssRNA and RT and

dsDNA are in the disordered regions suggesting that disordered

regions may play important roles in the interactions of viral

proteins and kinases.

Viral PTMs will change the function and interaction partners

of viral proteins [42]. On one hand, PTMs in the viral domains are

able to regulate the binding conformation of virus and human

proteins. On the other hand, PTMs regulate the state of proteins,

andmodified proteins can performmore functions [3, 15, 42, 43].

For example, HCV core protein represses transcription of p21,

which is regulated by the phosphorylation at serine-116 site [44];

glycosylation of HIV-1 GP120 affects gp120–antibody interactions

[36]; phosphorylation of influenza A (H1N1) matrix protein (M1)

at tyrosine-132 site plays crucial roles forM1 binds to the nuclear

import factor importin-α1 and virus replication [45].

Finally, based on the analysis of viral PTM protein features,

VPTMpre, a novel feature representative classifier, was devel-

oped to predict viral protein serine sites. VPTMpre was inte-

grated into the VPTMdb web server to provide an online phos-

phorylation site prediction service. Users can choose three clas-

sifiers (SVM, RF and NB) to predict phosphorylation sites of

interests. However, because of data limitations, the prediction

of VPTMpre is limited to serine sites. With a continuous col-

lection of new viral PTM data, we expect that VPTMpre will be

extended to predict more types of PTM sites and obtain a better

performance.

In the future, to respond to the rapid growth of viral PTMdata,

VPTMdb will be updated regularly. The updating plan includes

(i) expanding PTM data from human viruses to plant viruses, (ii)

integrating dynamic viral PTM data from different experiment

conditions, (iii) collecting more host cell PTMs that infected by

viruses and glycan information of viruses, (iv) linking functions

of viral PTMs by text-mining methods. As the first attempt to

develop the comprehensive viral PTM database, we sincerely

welcome support and suggestions from the research community

to improve the VPTMdb database.

Materials and methods

Data collection

The major steps in data collecting and preprocessing are

described below. The disease-associated human viruses were

extracted and filtered from references [46, 47]. Then, we queried

PubMed using the keyword search terms: (virus name) and

(eight modification types) for studies published before 1 January

2020. As a result, 6052 papers were obtained, each of which

was manually retrieved using the following standards: (i) the

viral PTMs were experimentally verified and (ii) if the reference

contained global proteomics experiment, we only selected these

sites that localization probability >0.85. SARS-CoV-2 PTM data

were collected by searching PubMed and journal websites. In

total, 818 viral PTMs from 150 papers in 43 viruses were obtained

as well as the 13 650 host PTMs extracted from seven global

proteomics experiments in six viruses.

Subsequently, 422 viral PTMdata points fromUniProtKB/Swiss-

Prot were integrated into VPTMdb. The protein sequences,

UniProt ID and PMID were mainly extracted from NCBI, UniProt

[48] and PubMed. Finally, 3918 virus–human protein–protein

interactions (including 107 viral PTM proteins and 1981 human

proteins) were collected from the VirHostNet [49] based on viral

proteins in the VPTMdb.

PTM data analysis

The phosphorylation (35 viruses) data were from VPTMdb.

Motif-x tool [28] was employed to extract motifs using customed

parameters (score-threshold of 1×10−6, min-occurrences of

20 and width of 15). Kinases-specific predictors GPS [8] were

used to analyzed the kinase families of viral phosphorylation

sites. IUPred2A [50] was used to predict protein disordered
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regions. Protein domains were extracted by PfamScan [34] using

customed parameters (database: PFAM-A, expectation value:

1e−5, active site prediction: No).

DDIs data were downloaded from 3DID database [18] and

a published study [19]. We filtered domain–domain pairs with

the following conditions: if a domain–domain pair is contained

in protein–protein interaction (physical association), then the

domain pair is considered for further analysis otherwise remove

it.

Overview of viral phosphorylation sites prediction

Identifying viral protein PTM sites by experimental methods

is still expensive and time consuming. Thus, predicting them

in silico using bioinformatics approaches is necessary. To this

end, a sequence-based classifier named VPTMpre was created

to predict viral PTM serine sites. Because threonine and tyrosine

data are too few to train themodel,we only predicted serine sites

in this study.

Five main procedures were performed to build the VPTMpre

predictor: (i) a balanced benchmark dataset (Supporting Infor-

mation Si1) was constructed using the Synthetic Minority Over-

sampling Technique [51] sampling method (Supporting Infor-

mation Si2); (ii) various feature representative methods were

compared to obtain an effective feature representation strategy

(Supporting Information Si3), with SVM used as the base classi-

fier in a 5-fold cross-validation approach to find the best feature

groups; (iii) the predictive performance of three classifiers (SVM,

RF, NB) on different feature dimensions was compared using

the mRMR method [52] and the features that performed well

in all three classifiers were selected as the most meaningful

and significant features; (iv) a 10-fold random independent test

was performed to evaluate the predictive performance of the

three different classifiers (SVM, RF, NB) and (v) VPTMpre was

implemented in the online web server.

Model learning and performance evaluation

SVM, RF and NB are powerful algorithms to train models.

We used radial basis function as the kernel function of SVM,

and the optimized parameters after grid search are cost = 50,

gamma=0.125; RF learned best in training datasets when

parameters are setting as ntree=300, mtry=5. NB performed

best with default parameters in R package Caret [53].

Sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), F1-score and MCC were

applied to estimate the prediction performance (Supporting

Information Si4). Besides, the receiver-operating characteristic

(ROC) curve and the AUC curve were used to evaluate the overall

performance of the model. The ROC curve is a continuous line

plotted by the false positive rate as the x-coordinate and true

positive rate as the y-coordinate. The higher the AUC value, the

better the performance of the classifier.

Website implementation

The VPTMdb web interface was written in the R programming

language using the Rshiny web development framework [54].

The MySQL database management system was used to store

structured PTM data. The base machine learning predictor (such

as SVM) was supported by the caret R package [53]; the ROC

curve was analyzed using the ROCR package [55]; mRMR was

performed using mRMRe [56]. Software ggplot2 was used to plot

beautiful pictures [57]. The website is free and can be browsed in

most modern browsers.

Key Points

• VPTMdb is the first comprehensive database for viral

PTMs.
• The first version of VPTMdb provides 1240 viral PTM

sites with 8modification types from 43 human viruses

as well as 13 650 infected cells’ PTMs extracted from

seven global proteomics experiments in six viruses.
• VPTMdb online web server provides detailed PTM

annotations and useful tools for users to browse and

search PTM data in a user-friendly way. The feature-

based predictor helps users predicting viral phos-

phorylation sites. In the download page, users could

download viral PTM data without any prerequisite

knowledge.
• The computational analysis explores the roles of viral

PTMs play in virus infections. The valuable viral pro-

tein PTM data resource lays a foundation for further

researches.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available online at https://academic.

oup.com/bib.
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